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Subject: For Information Only, Provide an Update On Alameda Municipal Power’s Storage
Report to California Energy Commission Pursuant to Assembly Bill 2514
______________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDATION
For information only, provide an update on Alameda Municipal Power’s (AMP’s) storage report
to California Energy Commission (CEC) pursuant to Assembly Bill (AB) 2514.
BACKGROUND
California AB 2514, signed in 2010, requires publicly owned utilities to “determine appropriate
targets, if any, for the utility to procure viable and cost-effective energy storage systems.”
Energy storage systems are defined in the legislation to be “commercially available technology
that is capable of absorbing energy, storing it for a period of time, and thereafter dispatching the
energy.” To be viable, they must “be cost-effective and either reduce emissions of greenhouse
gases (GHG), reduce demand for peak electrical generation, defer or substitute for an investment
in generation, transmission, or distribution assets, or improve the reliable operation of the
electrical transmission or distribution grid.”
On March 19, 2012, the Public Utilities Board (Board) responded to the requirements of AB
2514 by directing AMP’s general manager to initiate a process to decide appropriate targets, if
any, for procuring viable, cost-effective storage systems by the end of time periods defined by
the legislation, i.e., December 31, 2016, and December 31, 2020. On August 18, 2014, the Board
accepted staff’s evaluation indicating that storage was not projected to be cost-effective,
resulting in a decision to not adopt storage targets by 2016. Consistent with the legislation, the
Board directed staff to return in three years with an updated analysis on establishing an energy
storage target. On November 13, 2017, the Board accepted staff’s evaluation indicating that
storage was not projected to be cost-effective, and no targets for storage were adopted by 2020.
While no targets were adopted, the Board directed AMP staff to provide storage updates as
warranted, present the Board with an interconnection agreement for behind-the-meter (BTM)
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storage customers, and provide the CEC with a summary report reflecting any storage research,
development, and demonstration by January 1, 2021.
DISCUSSION
Findings presented in 2017 indicated that battery storage was the most promising technology
when compared to other storage technologies 1 and as utilization increases, the price was likely to
drop. However, investment was not deemed cost-effective when compared to AMP’s existing
portfolio of 100 percent clean resources. This report provides a summary of recent activities staff
has conducted since the last update.
• Staff revised AMP’s Interconnection Agreement and associated documents to permit
customers to install BTM energy storage
• Staff engaged in multiple storage Research and Development (R&D) tasks including a
market research and economic modeling study of storage conducted by the Smart Electric
Power Alliance (SEPA), and a study on integrating storage with NCPA’s Combustion
Turbine (CT1) project located in Alameda
• Staff participated in a Renewables Request for Offers (RFO) through the Northern
California Power Agency (NCPA)
• Staff also evaluated storage cost and benefits for utility-owned storage to aid the
Integrated Resource Planning process
Staff is currently working on completing negotiations for Doolittle solar project and plans to
bring the project back for approval to the Board and City Council this summer. As per the
directive from the Board, the project will be storage ready and AMP will be able to add storage
when it becomes cost-effective to do so in future.
Customer Owned Storage
AMP’s Interconnection Agreement and Customer-Owned BTM Storage in Alameda

On September 17, 2018, the Board approved a revised Interconnection Agreement to permit the
interconnection of BTM storage systems paired with, or as an addition to, renewable generation
facilities. BTM refers to generation systems, such as solar photovoltaic (PV) or battery storage
systems, interconnected at the customer’s facility and intended for personal use as they are sized
to match annual consumption.

1

Different storage technologies that were included in the report for comparison were: pumped hydro, compressed
air, flywheels, thermal storage and different types of batteries.
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Figure 1. Cumulative Customers and Total Installed Battery Size, Total in Queue
AMP presently has 44 residents with battery storage systems installed and another 40 residents
with applications submitted to install their battery systems, as seen in Figure 1. Over 80 percent of
the applicants are participants of AMP’s Eligible Renewable Generator (ERG) program and
approximately 25 percent of the customers are adding their battery systems onto pre-existing solar
systems, while the majority are installing solar and storage systems simultaneously. As of April
2021, there was approximately 879 kWh of residential battery storage installed and nearly 943
kWh of battery storage in the application stage. Staff expects to see continued growth in residential
battery installations as more vendors offer solar-plus-storage packages.
Smart Electric Power Alliance (SEPA) Battery Storage Study
In June 2020, AMP along with 12 other publicly owned utilities through NCPA participated in a
battery storage study with SEPA to determine the economic viability of customer-owned storage
systems under different retail rate designs and load profiles, and to explore the current landscape
of utility battery storage programs. The economic modeling resulted in estimates for customer
savings as well as utility savings. AMP was one of several public power utilities in Northern
California involved in the study, meaning that economic modeling results are not specifically
tailored to AMP’s cost and benefit factors. Despite this, neither AMP’s customer load shapes nor
retail rates make energy storage systems more economically viable at their current costs.
Additionally, staff reviewed the utility programs that the study evaluated which included rebate
incentives for utility-operated and customer-operated storage systems. Under AMP’s current
battery storage program, adoption of BTM storage is advancing with the aid of federal and state
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incentive and therefore, staff has not explored options for creating a battery storage rebate or
similar incentive programs at this time.
Utility Owned Storage
Battery Storage Study at Combustion Turbine Project
In early 2020, NCPA conducted a study to determine the cost and benefits of installing battery
storage capacity onsite at the combustion turbine (CT) generators located in Alameda. Onsite
battery storage would increase the value of the project by increasing the startup time of the
generator and proving ancillary services, energy arbitrage, and resource adequacy (RA) capacity.
At the time of assessment, economic conditions made the project unfavorable in the near-term
and the projected operational date with economic viability is 2029; however, a reassessment is
planned for 2023.
NCPA’s Renewables Request for Offers (RFO)
AMP engaged in a renewables RFO facilitated by NCPA for long term renewable energy
procurement from third parties using power purchase agreements (PPAs). The RFO received
offers from several technology types, including standalone storage and solar plus storage
projects, and for various value streams, including resource adequacy (RA)-only and energy
tolling products. The key takeaways from the RFO results are that: 1) most utility-scale storage
projects are sized in a way to capture economies of scale, however are much larger than any
project AMP would invest in for its system alone; 2) current RA-only prices are only costeffective for summer months; 3) a full evaluation of AMP’s portion of cost and benefits from a
jointly-owned storage project is necessary to determine if any of these projects would be
economically viable in the proposed timeframe (commercial operations in 2022-2024); 4) there
are other projects that may be a better fit, e.g., geothermal; 5) solar + storage projects come with
operational restrictions.

Battery Storage in the Integrated Resource Plan
On October 19, 2020, the Board accepted AMP’s Integrated Resource Plan (IRP). The IRP
serves to guide the development of a portfolio of power supply resources to provide safe,
reliable, environmentally sustainable, and cost-effective electricity services. Staff presented an
analysis of different technology options, including storage that can fill AMP’s resource needs in
the future. Staff will continue to participate in NCPA’s ongoing renewables RFO and will
continue to find opportunities for including cost-effective storage as part of its resource portfolio.
Conclusion
On November 24, 2020, staff submitted a report to the CEC, which provided an update on
AMP’s battery storage pursuant to AB 2514 for the reporting period through December 31, 2020.
The report identified a key factor impacting energy storage procurement as utility-owned battery
storage systems not presenting competitive ways for providing customers with 100 percent
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carbon-free electricity, which AMP has provided since the beginning of 2020. In addition, since
no targets were adopted in 2017 for the end of 2020, AMP had no storage metrics to report. AB
2514 does not require storage targets to be evaluated after 2020.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
N/A
NEXT STEPS
AMP’s Board is no longer required to establish storage targets beyond 2020 as per AB 2514 but
as per the IRP, staff will continue to monitor the economic feasibility of battery storage and
consider storage as a potential asset for future system needs, and engage in various evaluation
activities regarding battery storage opportunities.
LINKS TO STRATEGIC PLAN AND METRICS
Sustainability, Strategy 1: AMP will deliver and maintain 100 percent carbon-neutral energy
resources by 2020 and beyond.
EXHIBITS
A.
PowerPoint Presentation
B.
AB 2514 CEC Report
C.
Board Resolution Allowing Interconnection of Battery Storage Systems Paired with
Renewable Generation
D.
SEPA Customer-Sited Energy Storage – Summary Report
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California Assembly Bill (AB) 2514
Energy Storage Update

May 17, 2021
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Overview
• Background
– AB 2514

• Accomplishments

Customer Owned Storage
– Interconnection Agreement
– Smart Electric Power Alliance (SEPA)
Utility Owned Storage
– Renewables Request for Offers (RFO)
– Combustion Turbine Generators
– Integrated Resource Plan

• California Energy Commission Reporting (CEC)
• Next Steps
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Background
• AB 2514 Compliance
– Energy storage targets by end of years 2016 and
2020.
– Report storage targets to CEC.

• In 2014 and 2017, the Board accepted staff’s
evaluations that energy storage was not costeffective by end of 2016, and again by the end
of 2020.
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Accomplishments
• September 2018, Board approved revised
Interconnection Agreement to permit behind-themeter (BTM) storages paired with renewable
generation facilities.
– As of April 2021
• ~879kWh (44 customers) installed residential battery storage
• ~943kWh (40 customers) in the application stage
• 80% are ERG customers, 75% systems are new

– Staff expects continued growth in battery installation as
more vendors offer solar-plus-storage packages.
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Accomplishments
• SEPA Battery Storage Study
– Determine economic viability of customer-owned
storage under different rates designs and load
profiles.
– Explore current landscape of utility battery storage
programs.

• SEPA’s analysis concluded energy storage
systems not economical for AMP under current
market conditions.
5

Accomplishments
• AMP engaged in an ongoing renewables RFO
facilitated by NCPA.
• Key takeaways from early RFO results

– Most utility-scale storage projects sized to capture
economies of scale, but are much larger than what AMP
would invest in for its system alone.
– Current Resource Adequacy (RA)-only prices are cost
effective only for summer months.
– Full evaluation of AMP’s portion of cost and benefits
from jointly-owned storage project necessary to
determine if economically viable.
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Ongoing Activities
• NCPA battery storage study at combustion
turbine (CT) generators
– Determine cost and benefits of installing battery
storage.
– At the time of assessment, economic conditions
made project unfavorable near-term.
– Projected operational date with economic viability is
2029.
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Ongoing Activities
• Integrated Resource Plan and Battery Storage
Staff evaluated different technologies to fill future
resource needs including storage
– Staff will continue to evaluate storage as a future resource
option through the ongoing NCPA Renewables RFO.
– Staff will evaluate opportunities to integrate storage at the
distribution level.
• Doolittle Solar will be brought back for final approval this summer;
AMP will be able to add storage in future.
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CEC Reporting
• On November 24, 2020 reported update on
AMP’s battery storage pursuant to AB 2514
– Staff updated CEC on the various accomplishments
and ongoing activities.
– Since no targets were adopted in 2017, AMP had no
storage metrics to report.
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Next Steps
• Battery Storage for the Future
– Monitor economic feasibility.
– Engage in various evaluation activities and consider
as a potential asset for system needs.
– Update the Board as warranted and in compliance
with future regulatory requirements.
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Questions?

Alan Harbottle
harbottle@alamedamp.com
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To:

California Energy Commission

From:

Alameda Municipal Power

Date:

November 24, 2020

Re:

Battery Storage Update Pursuant of AB 2514 Target From 2017

Adopted Energy Storage Targets & Policies
Adopted by Alameda’s governing board on November 13, 2017, Alameda Municipal Power
(AMP) determined that the procurement of energy storage is neither viable nor cost-effective for
the time period ending December 31, 2020.
Since this governing board decision, Alameda introduced an Interconnection Agreement to allow
customers to interconnect battery storage systems paired with, or as an addition to BTM
renewable generation. Additionally, Alameda engaged in multiple evaluation studies on the cost
and viability of battery storage systems for different use cases which are described in this report.
Overview of Energy Storage Portfolio and Activities
AMP’s Interconnection Agreement & Customer-Owned BTM Storage
•
•
•

•
•

Technology: Lithium-Ion batteries
Location: BTM
Installed Capacity:
o Residential: 551.7 kWh (interconnected), 788.6 kWh (in application phase)
o Commercial: 0 kWh
Ownership: Customer-owned
First interconnection: March 2019

Summary: AMP’s governing board adopted an interconnection agreement in February 2019
allowing customers to install BTM storage systems paired with, or as an addition to customersited renewable generation. AMP currently has 28 residential customers with BTM storage
systems and 36 more in the application phase of storage installation. The average size of these
systems is 21 kWh. Currently, no commercial customers have installed BTM storage systems.
Smart Electric Power Alliance (SEPA) Battery Storage Study
•
•
•

Lithium-Ion batteries
BTM and FTM
Installed Capacity: N/A
1

•
•

Ownership: Customer-owned, Utility-owned, Developer-owned, Hybrids
Date Completed: September 2020

Summary: AMP engaged in a Battery Storage Study to determine the economic viability of
customer-owned storage systems under different retail rate designs and load profiles and explore
the current landscape of utility battery storage programs. The economic modeling resulted in
estimates for customer savings as well as utility savings. AMP was one of several public power
entities in Northern California involved in the study, meaning that economic modeling results are
not specifically tailored to AMP’s cost and benefit factors. Despite this, neither AMP’s customer
load shapes nor retail rates make energy storage systems more economically viable at their
current costs. Additionally, AMP reviewed the utility programs that the study evaluated which
included rebate incentives for utility-operated and customer-operated storage systems. Under
AMP’s current battery storage program, adoption of BTM storage is advancing with the aid of
federal and state incentives and therefore AMP has not explored options for creating a battery
storage rebate or similar incentive program at this time.
Renewables Request for Offers (RFO)
•
•
•
•
•

Technology: Lithium-Ion batteries
Location: FTM
Installed Capacity: 21 MW up to 250 MW
Ownership: Utility-owned, Developer-owned
Date Completed: June 2020

Summary: AMP engaged in a Renewables RFO facilitated by the Northern California Power
Agency (NCPA). The RFO received offers from several technology types, including standalone
storage and solar plus storage projects, and for various value streams, including Resource
Adequacy (RA)-only and energy tolling products. The key takeaways from the RFO results are
that: (1) most utility-scale storage projects are sized in a way to capture economies of scale,
however are much larger than any project AMP would invest in for its system alone; (2) current
capacity-only prices make the economic viability of storage dependent on the season; (3), a full
evaluation of AMP’s portion of costs and benefits from a jointly-owned storage project is
necessary to determine if any of these projects would be economically viable in the proposed
timeframe (commercial operations in 2022 - 2024).
Battery Electric Storage Study at Combustion Turbine Project
•
•
•
•
•

Technology: Lithium-Ion batteries
Location: FTM
Installed Capacity: 16 MW
Ownership: Utility-owned (Joint Project Ownership)
Date Completed: September 2020
2

Summary: AMP owns a portion of two combustion turbine (CT) generators, along with other
members of NCPA. NCPA conducted a study to determine the cost and benefits of installing
battery storage capacity on-site at the CT units. On-site battery storage would increase the value
of the project by increasing the startup time of the generator and providing ancillary services,
energy arbitrage, and RA capacity. At the time of the assessment, economic conditions made the
project unfavorable in the near-term and the projected operational date with economic viability is
2029; however, a reassessment is planned for 2023.
Key Factors Impacting Energy Storage Procurement
To date, utility-owned battery storage systems have not presented viable nor cost-effective ways
for providing customers with 100% carbon-free power at affordable rates, which AMP has
provided since the beginning of 2020. The potential benefits of utility-scale battery storage
projects are under evaluation in Alameda’s Integrated Resource Plan in addition to the specific
energy storage evaluation studies summarized in this report. Due to Alameda’s load
characteristics, battery storage does not present a strong economic opportunity for load shaping
in the summer months.
With the downward trend in battery technology costs, Alameda will continue to monitor and
evaluate the economic viability of battery storage systems, particularly as AMP plans to replace
its expiring contracts and meet its resource needs.

For any additional details or questions regarding this report, please contact:
Stephen Mariani
Energy Resource Analyst
mariani@alamedamp.com
(510)-814-6435
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CITY OF ALAMEDA
ALAMEDA MUNICIPAL POWER
RESOLUTION NO. 5152
APPROVING REVISIONS TO ALAMEDA MUNICIPAL POWER’S
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT AND ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS THAT
PERMIT THE INTERCONNECTION OF ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS PAIRED
WITH, OR AS AN ADDITION TO, RENEWABLE GENERATION FACILITIES

WHEREAS, at its November 13, 2017, regular meeting, the Public Utilities Board
encouraged future energy storage integration by directing Alameda Municipal Power (AMP)
staff to begin the process of revising the Interconnection Agreement (IA) to grant permission to
operate Energy Storage Systems paired with Eligible Renewable Generation Facilities; and
WHEREAS, customer-generators can’t interconnect to the AMP distribution grid by
enhancing an Eligible Renewable Generation Facility with an Energy Storage System (Storage)
under either the current Eligible Renewable Generation (ERG) or current Net Energy Metering
(NEM) program; and
WHEREAS, AMP has revised its IA and associated documents to interconnect Storage
paired with, or as an addition to, existing renewable generation facilities; and
WHEREAS, an Energy Storage System is considered a Non-Export Generation Facility
and therefore is not eligible to deliver excess energy to AMP under Riders ERG or NEM; and
WHEREAS, the Generation Facility must be less than or equal to 25 kW of total installed
capacity for customer-generators for regular processing while customer-generators greater than
25 kW of total installed capacity will be subject to additional engineering requirements and
supplemental review for Eligible Renewable Generation Facilities; and
WHEREAS, the Generation Facility and all components shall meet the electrical and
engineering requirements under the General Conditions and the ERG Plans and Installation
Requirements, the California Electrical Code, the safety and performance standards under
National Electrical Code, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, certified testing
entities such as Underwriters Laboratories, the City of Alameda’s building code and fire safety
standards, and AMP’s Rules and Regulations; and
WHEREAS, staff revised and restructured AMP’s IA and replaced it with the following
documents attached hereto as Exhibit C, Exhibit D, Exhibit E, Exhibit F, Exhibit G and Exhibit
H:
i.
“Alameda Municipal Power Interconnection Agreement for Residential,
Commercial, or Municipal Eligible Renewable Electrical Generation Facilities”
(the Agreement);
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ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

“Alameda Municipal Power Interconnection Agreement for Federal Agencies for
Federal Agency Owned or Operated Eligible Renewable Electrical Generation
Facilities” (the Federal Agreement);
“Alameda Municipal Power Interconnection Agreement General Conditions”
(General Conditions);
“Alameda Municipal Power Eligible Renewable Generation Plans and Installation
Requirements” (Schematics);
“Alameda Municipal Power Rider NEM and Rider ERG” (Riders)
“Alameda Municipal Power Eligible Renewable Generation Application Form”
(the Application); and

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Public Utilities Board of the City of
Alameda approves the revised Interconnection Agreement and associated documents for
permission to operate Eligible Generation Facilities paired with Energy Storage Systems and
authorizes AMP to begin collecting interconnection applications as of September 18, 2018.
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

President McCormick, Vice President Serventi, Commissioner Giuntini,
Commissioner Gould, and Interim City Dave Rudat
None

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have set my hand on this 18th day of September 2018.

__________________
Date

______________________
Nicolas Procos
Public Utilities Board Secretary
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Customer-Sited Energy Storage
Summary Report Prepared for NCPA
Sept 9, 2020

Task 1
POU Participant Input

2

Carbon Reduction & Sustainability
Goals
Utilities with Carbon
and/or Sustainability Goals

Utility Survey Feedback

Summary:


City of Palo Alto Utilities
Truckee Donner Public
Utility District
Turlock Irrigation District
Alameda Municipal Power


6
7

SMUD
Silicon Valley Power
Port of Oakland

Copyright © 2020. SEPA

Yes

No

Goals based on SB100 RPS of
60% renewables by 2030 and
100% renewable energy and zero
carbon sources by 2050
Programs to achieve carbon
reduction goals:
• Transportation and building
electrification
• Energy efficiency programs
• Green house gas accounting
and reporting

Program Offerings & Customer
Outreach
Summary:






10 of the 13 utility respondents do
not currently offer a BTM storage
program to customers
2 respondents are installing or
have previously installed FOTM
storage
Most respondents offer
educational material about solar
(7) on their website
•
•

Copyright © 2020. SEPA

4 of the 13 respondents offer educational material
on both solar and storage
2 respondents offer no educational material on
these DERs
4

Customer Interest & Incentives
Summary:


All utility respondents noted
customer interest in battery
storage
• 9 of 13 noted interest from both
commercial and residential
customers



Most utilities noted customer
interest in incentives for storage (8
of 13)



Of these 8 respondents:
• All noted customer interest in rebate
or direct monetary incentives

• Half identified interest in bill credits
Copyright © 2020. SEPA
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Customer Value of Storage Solutions
Residential:

Commercial:

12 Responses

10 Responses

Summary:


Resiliency and bill
management rated high in
perceived value for both
residential and commercial
customer



Other identified value
include:

• General interest or hobbyists

Copyright © 2020. SEPA

(Residential)
• Strategic business area controls
(Commercial)
• Demand charge reduction
(Commercial)
6

Value of Storage (FOTM & BTM)
Behind the Meter:
8 of 13 utility respondents believe BTM storage can
provide value as:
• Capacity resources for demand reduction (4)
• Added services to customers (3)
• Part of a microgrid (1)
 4 of 13 are unsure if BTM storage can provide value
and 1 respondent noted no value


Front of the Meter:


8 of 13 utility respondents believe FTM storage can
provide value as:
• Capacity resources for demand reduction (7)
• Part of a microgrid (5)
• For grid support (4), as an NWA to distribution of
transmission upgrade (4)

5 of 13 are unsure if BTM storage can provide value
 Only 2 utilities noted distribution circuits that would
benefit from adding energy storage
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Barriers to Deployment of BTM Storage
Summary:


Largest barriers to deployment:
• Cost
• Utility Control
• Program / Rate Design



Smallest barriers to deployment:
• Interconnection / Grid Concerns
• Technology Maturity
• Value Proposition / BCA

Copyright © 2020. SEPA
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FTM Storage Pricing
Summary:




5 of 13 utility respondent have
solicited quotes for FTM storage
in the past 12 months
Pricing identified:
• <200/kWh – 1 respondent
• $201 - 400kWh – 2 respondents
• $401 – 800/kWh – 2 respondents

Copyright © 2020. SEPA
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Task 2
Analysis of Existing Market Offerings

10

Analysis of Existing Market Offerings
National Overview

11

Demand Charge Avoidance


Currently the key customer
economic driver for energy
storage



Key indicators of costeffective customer options
include

• Customers where demand
charges are 50%+ of their
total bill
• Areas where demand
charges are $10/kW+

Source: NREL. 2017. Identifying Potential Markets for Behind-the-Meter Battery Energy Storage:
A Survey of U.S. Demand Charges. Golden, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory.
Copyright © 2020. SEPA
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TOU Arbitrage
Representative Average Residential Bill Savings – TOU Arbitrage



TOU tariffs can be the next
most prominent customer
economic driver for energy
storage deployments

• TOU differential varies widely;
from <$0.02/kWh to
>$0.20/kWh
• Customer TOU savings
typically occur only during
peak pricing months

Source: Implications of Rate Design for the Customer Economics of Behind-the-Meter Storage,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Copyright © 2020. SEPA
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Potential For Bill Savings
Majority of electric C&I
customers are
positioned to see some
economic benefit from
local energy storage
 As more value streams
are captured and
storage prices continue
to decline, the number of
cost-effective
deployment
opportunities will
continue to increase


Copyright © 2020. SEPA



Most
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Impact of Resilience


Primary motivation for homeowners adding storage today is not financial
• Residential solar is growing
• Energy storage weakens the economic value proposition
• So, customer interest is primary for back-up power and independence from the grid
(Note: This is supported by the survey results)



Industry attachment rates reflect consumer interest in storage
• Tesla 40%
• Sunrun 20% nationwide, 35% in California, 60% in the Bay (April 2020)
• Vivint <10% (pre-acquisition by Sunrun)
• Sunpower 30%
New SGIP “equity resilience” budget - $613M through 2024



Residential storage sales increased to a record for the 5th consecutive quarter1



1.

https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/q2-was-second-best-quarter-ever-for-us-energy-storage

Copyright © 2020. SEPA
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Analysis of Existing Market Offerings
Select Case Studies
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BTM Utility Ownership
APS – Storage Rewards Program
Asset
Ownership

Control Signals
Charge/Discharge

Behind-theMeter
Storage Control
Rate Class

Meters

Direct
Customer
Impact
Wholesale
Impact

Outage
Residential Customers
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Utility

Customer
Yes

Utility

No
Customer

Residential

Yes

Developer

Shared

Commercial
Demand
Credit

Lease

Developer

All

Incentive

None
No

Sunverge One battery
Pilot program currently full
Participation requires rate switch (with a demand charge)
One time $500 bill credit
APS pays property tax increases
Can be used as back up power during outage
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BTM Utility Ownership
Reduce
System Costs

GMP – Tesla Powerwall Program
Asset
Ownership

Control Signals
Charge/Discharge

Behind-theMeter
Storage Control
Rate Class

Meter

Tesla Powerwall
+ GridLogic

Direct
Customer
Impact
Wholesale
Impact

Outage







Customer
Yes

Utility

No
Customer

Residential

Yes

Developer

Shared

Commercial
Demand
Credit

Lease

Developer

All

Incentive

None
No

Customers pay $55/month for 120 months or $5,500
upfront for two Tesla Powerwalls
•

Aggregated Customers

Copyright © 2020. SEPA

Utility

Up to 500 customer per year can sign up through September 30,
2022

Customers can use as back up power during outage
Lowers transmission and capacity expenses by reducing
peak demand on the system
Customer savings from overall system cost reductions
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BTM Customer Ownership
Reduce
System Costs

GMP – Bring Your Own Device
Asset
Ownership

Control Signals
Charge/Discharge

Behind-theMeter
Storage Control
Rate Class

Meter

Direct
Customer
Impact
Wholesale
Impact

BYOD
Outage



Customer



Customer
Yes

Utility

No
Customer

Residential

Developer

Shared

Commercial
Demand
Credit

Lease

Developer

Yes

All

Incentive

None
No

Up front $850 per kW of storage enrolled for 3 hour
discharge, $950 per kW for 4 hour discharge
•

Additional $100 per kW applied to installations in GMP
identified constrained areas

•

Up to 10 kW for all incentives

Customer can use battery during non “Peak Events”
•

Copyright © 2020. SEPA

Utility

Program used to offset energy needed to meet peak demand

$3.97/month charge for communications & software
19
integration

Virtual Power Plant Pilot
PGE – Virtual Power Plant Pilot
Asset
Ownership

Control Signals
Charge/Discharge

Behind-theMeter
Storage Control
Rate Class

Meter

Direct
Customer
Impact
Wholesale
Impact


Outage
Aggregated Customers
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Utility

Customer
Yes

Utility

No
Customer

Residential

Yes

Developer

Shared

Commercial
Demand
Credit

Lease

Developer

All

Incentive

None
No

525 residential energy storage batteries (12kWh – 16kWh
each) aggregated into 4MW virtual power plant
Test new smart-grid control devices to allow for bi-directional
power exchange between PGE and participants
Monthly $40 rebate on utility bill ($20 if battery is solar
charged)
$5,000 rebate off the cost of home battery storage for
income-qualified households
Customer can use as back-up power during an outage
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Public Power Storage Incentive
JEA – Battery Storage Incentive
Asset
Ownership

Utility

Behind-theMeter

Charge/Discharge

Storage Control
Rate Class

Meter

Direct
Customer
Impact
Wholesale
Impact


Customer
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Customer
Yes

Utility

No
Customer

Residential

Yes

Developer

Shared

Commercial
Demand
Credit

Lease

Developer

All

Incentive

None
No

Program aimed to encourage residential and commercial
renewable energy adoption
30% rebate on the cost of the energy storage system up to
$2,000
Customers must have approved renewable distributed
generation systems (DG) on-site
Reduce the amount of excess energy flowing back onto the
JEA grid
21

Public Power Storage Incentive
SRP – Battery Storage Incentive
Asset
Ownership

Utility

Behind-theMeter

Charge/Discharge

Storage Control
Rate Class

Meter

Direct
Customer
Impact
Wholesale
Impact

Customer
Yes

Utility

No
Customer

Residential

Yes

Developer

Shared

Commercial
Demand
Credit

Lease

Developer

All

Incentive

None
No

$300 per kWh-DC (up to $3,600) for approved
residential participants
 Incentive available for 36 months or until limit of
4,500 residential customers is reached
 Program as part of a study to determine
customer storage usage, battery storage
performance, and system affects to the grid


Customer
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Task 3
Economic Modeling

23

Economic Modeling Overview


Overview

• Customer controlled battery storage

− Customer economics from owning and dispatching battery
o Customer goal is to reduce bill

• Dispatch battery to achieve bill savings

− Strategy for dispatch changes by rate type, load shape and solar profile

• Impact to utility and society from customer actions
−
−
−
−

Lost revenues from customer
RA and TAC demand components impact from customer behavior
DLAP energy price impact from customer behavior
CO2 emissions (no economic value included) impact from customer behavior

• 8760 data

− Load shapes, DLAP energy prices, CO2 emission profile

Copyright © 2020. SEPA
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Battery Storage Run Matrix
Run designation

Load Shape

Energy Rates

Demand Rates

Solar

Run 1

TID residential

Time-of-use

No

No

Run 2

TID residential

Tiered with NEM2

No

Yes

Run 3

TID Industrial

Flat

Yes

No

Run 4

TID Industrial

Time-of-use

Yes

No

Run 5

SVP residential

Time-of-use

No

No

Run 6

SVP residential

Tiered with NEM2

No

Yes

Run 7

CPAU commercial

Flat

Yes

No

Run 8

CPAU commercial

Time-of-use

Yes

No

Copyright © 2020. SEPA
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Battery Storage Rate Structures
#1

Customer June 1-Sept 30,
M-F, 5pm-8pm
Time of Use charge
$

#2

#3

#4

Solar NEM 2.0

28.83 $

Residential Rates
June 1-Sept 30,
M-F, 12pmJune 1-Sept 30, June 1-Sept 30,
5pm, 8pmM-F, 12amweekends and
12am
12pm
holidays

0.2941 $

0.1671 $

0.1209 $

October 1May
October 131,weekday May 31, all
s 5pm-8pm other hours

0.1209 $

0.1430 $

0.1035

Tier III Tier II - 582
over 412
Customer
Summer Tier I - Tier II - 318
Winter Tier I kWh - 756
Charge
0-317 kWh
kWh - 412 kWh kWh
- 0-581 kWh kWh
Export $
$0.07096
$17.30
$0.11168
$0.17953
$0.27233
$0.11168
$0.17953

Tier III over 756
kWh
$0.27233

Commercial Rates
Winter (Nov 1- Summer (May
Demand
Customer Demand charge, Apr 30) Per
1- Oct 31) per
charge, flat charge
Per kW
kWh
kWh
$4.18 $
0.12701 $
0.15859
$60.38
June 1September 30
demand
charge, max
Demand
Demand charge, kW used M-F
between 2pmTOU Combo Customer per kW peak
(Updated) charge
over 12 months 8pm
$ 113.15 $
3.98 $
8.02

Copyright © 2020. SEPA

June 1-Sept 30,
June 1- Sept
M-F, 12:00pm30, M-F,
2:00pm,
2:00pm8:00pm8:00pm
10:00pm
$
0.2103 $
0.1437

Oct 1-May
June 1-Sept 31, M-F,
30, All other 12:00pmhours
10:00pm
$ 0.1143 $ 0.1127

Oct 1-May 31,
All other
hours
$
0.0894
26

Commercial Load Profile
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TID is a low load factor
customer while SVP is a
normal commercial load
factor customer



Peaks occur at different
times



SVP profile makes battery
dispatch more predictable

27

Residential Load Profile
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TID is lower load than SVP
and higher solar volume



Similar net load shapes



Should have similar results

28

CO2 Emissions
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Emission rates follow the
familiar “Duck Curve”



Higher during fossil
generation and lower during
solar
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Battery Storage Run Summary
Customer
Savings $/kW-yr

Benefit-CostRatio

Required Rate
Increase - %

Co2 Tons

Palo Alto
Cost/(Savings)
- $/kW-yr

TID
Cost/(Savings)
- $/kW-yr

Run 1

$47

0.2

140%

0.2

($47)

($70)

Run 2

$13

0.3

274%

(0.4)

($6)

($6)

Run 3

$11

0.1

286%

0.1

$2

$2

Run 4

$37

0.2

93%

0.6

($31)

($7)

Run 5

$47

0.2

140%

0.2

($47)

($70)

Run 6

$17

0.3

278%

(0.3)

($4)

($11)

Run 7

$17

0.1

273%

0.6

($32)

$21

Run 8

$66

0.4

78%

0.6

$35

$70

Copyright © 2020. SEPA
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Battery Run Storage Summary


No foreseeable battery cost reductions or retail rate increase prove
economical absent any additional ancillary benefits



Customer bill savings for all runs



Rate 1 showed highest utility benefit



Rate 4 with SVP commercial load (Run 8) had the worst utility value but
mostly due to customer savings

Copyright © 2020. SEPA
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Economic Modeling Results
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Run 1 - Residential TOU Retail Rates
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Customer load has good
alignment with retail rates



Since there is no demand
rate, customer peak
demand and load shape are
not important



TOU price spread in periods
where available will allow for
customer savings through
price arbitrage
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Run 1 - Residential TOU Energy Prices
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Since retail rates and
energy prices have similar
profile, utility energy savings
are expected even though
battery dispatch results in
increased energy usage



Previous slide also showed
alignment with customer
load
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Run 1 - Residential TOU Spread
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Small rate spread in 8
months but large rate
spread in 4 months



Strategy - Take advantage
of TOU rate spread
(weekday)

35

Run 1 - Customer Economics
No foreseeable battery cost reductions or retail energy rate increase prove economical


Inputs



• 3.5% WACC
• 2.5% savings escalation
• Battery installed cost -

Outputs
•
•
•
•

$2,460/kW
• 15 year battery life



Customer savings - $47/kW-yr
Benefit cost ratio - 0.2
NPV - ($2,060)/kW
Metric tons CO2 - 0.2

Outputs - TOU increase needed
to achieve BCR = 1
• Benefit cost ratio -1.0
• NPV - $0
• TOU increase - 140%
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Run 1 - Utility Impact


Observations

• Battery charges at low TOU

retail rate and discharges at
peak TOU rate
• Battery charges at low
market prices and
discharges at high market
prices, approximately
$31/MWh spread

Component

Palo Alto
Shape

TID Shape

$47

$47

DLAP Energy

($17)

($17)

RA Demand

($53)

($69)

TAC Demand

($23)

($31)

Total Cost / (Savings)

($47)

($70)

Customer revenues

All values in the table above are $/kW-yr
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Run 2 - Solar
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Solar size results in
negative net load



Since there is no demand
rate, customer peak
demand is not an issue



Arbitrage available due to
excess solar credit being
lower than retail rates

38

Run 2 - Residential Tiered Rates
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Tiered rates allow for larger
price arbitrage



However because of solar
system size these higher
tiered rates are never
achieved, only Tier 1 spread



Strategy - minimize solar
export (weekday and
weekend)
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Run 2 - Customer Economics
No foreseeable battery cost reductions or retail energy rate increase prove economical


Inputs



• 3.5% WACC
• 2.5% savings escalation
• Battery installed cost $2,460/kW
• 15 year battery life
• ITC because of solar

Outputs
•
•
•
•



Customer savings - $13k/W-yr
Benefit cost ratio - 0.3
NPV - ($1,901)/kW
Metric tons CO2 - (0.4)

Outputs - Rate increase needed
to achieve BCR = 1
• Benefit cost ratio -1.0
• NPV - $0
• Rate increase - 274%
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Run 2 - Utility Impact


Observations

• Battery charges to reduce

excess solar credit
• Battery charges at low
market prices and
discharges at high market
prices, approximately
$15/MWh spread

Component

Palo Alto
Shape

TID Shape

$13

$13

DLAP Energy

($12)

($12)

RA Demand

($6)

($5)

TAC Demand

($2)

($2)

Total Cost / (Savings)

($6)

($6)

Customer revenues

All values in the table above are $/kW-yr
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Run 3 - Commercial Demand Rate
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No price arbitrage available



Savings can only occur by
reducing peak



Peak load near peak market
price



Low load factor customer 35%
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Run 3 - Bill Components
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Majority of bill is from
energy rates



Energy rates vs demand
rates make bill savings
difficult but demand savings
do occur



These are partially offset
since the battery uses more
energy



Strategy - dispatch to
reduce demand cost
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Run 3 - Customer Economics
No foreseeable battery cost reductions or retail demand rate increase prove economical


Inputs



• 3.5% WACC
• 2.5% savings escalation
• Battery installed cost -

Outputs
•
•
•
•

$1,880/kW
• 15 year battery life



Customer savings - $11/kW-yr
Benefit cost ratio - 0.1
NPV - ($1,909)/kW
Metric tons CO2 - 0.1

Outputs - Demand rate increase
needed to achieve BCR = 1
• Benefit cost ratio -1.0
• NPV - $0
• Demand rate increase - 286%
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Run 3 - Utility Impact


Observations

• Battery discharges to

reduce peak demand
• Battery charges at low
market prices and
discharges at high market
prices, approximately
$13/MWh spread

Component

Palo Alto
Shape

TID Shape

Customer revenues

$11

$11

DLAP Energy

($9)

($9)

RA Demand

$0

$0

TAC Demand

$0

$0

Total Cost / (Savings)

$2

$2

All values in the table above are $/kW-yr
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Run 4 - TOU Rate and Demand Rate
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Monthly peaks can occur
early in the morning making
peak load reduction difficult
during months when
demand rates occur



Low load factor customer 35%
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Run 4 - TOU Rate Spread
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Price arbitrage available



Summer has highest rate
spread



Most savings will occur in
the summer
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Run 4 - TOU Rates / Demand Rates
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Monthly demand rates JunSep



Peak times in these months
do not overlap high TOU
rates



Secondary demand rate on
yearly peak



Strategy - maximize TOU
arbitrage (weekday)
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Run 4 - Customer Economics
No foreseeable battery cost reductions or retail energy rate increase prove economical


Inputs



• 3.5% WACC
• 2.5% savings escalation
• Battery installed cost -

Outputs
•
•
•
•

$1,880/kW
• 15 year battery life



Customer savings - $37/kW-yr
Benefit cost ratio - 0.2
NPV - ($1,555)/kW
Metric tons CO2 - 0.6

Outputs - TOU rate increase
needed to achieve BCR = 1
• Benefit cost ratio -1.0
• NPV - $0
• TOU rate increase - 93%
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Run 4 - Utility Impact


Observations

• Battery charges at low TOU
rate and discharges at
highest TOU rate
• Battery charges at low
market prices and
discharges at high market
prices, approximately
$6/MWh spread

Component

Palo Alto
Shape

TID Shape

Customer revenues

$37

$37

DLAP Energy

($2)

($2)

RA Demand

($46)

($29)

TAC Demand

($20)

($13)

Total Cost / (Savings)

($31)

($7)

All values in the table above are $/kW-yr
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Run 5 - Residential TOU Retail Rates
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Customer load has good
alignment with retail rates



Since there is no demand
rate, customer peak
demand and load shape are
not important



TOU price spread in periods
where available will allow for
customer savings through
price arbitrage
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Run 5 - Residential TOU Energy Prices
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Since retail rates and
energy prices have similar
profile, utility energy savings
are expected even though
battery dispatch results in
increased energy usage



Previous slide also showed
alignment with customer
load
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Run 5 - Residential TOU Spread
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Small rate spread in 8
months but large rate
spread in 4 months



Strategy - Take advantage
of TOU rate spread
(weekday)
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Run 5 - Customer Economics
No foreseeable battery cost reductions or retail energy rate increase prove economical


Inputs



• 3.5% WACC
• 2.5% savings escalation
• Battery installed cost -

Outputs
•
•
•
•

$2,460/kW
• 15 year battery life



Customer savings - $47/kW-yr
Benefit cost ratio - 0.2
NPV - ($2,060)/kW
Metric tons CO2 - 0.2

Outputs - TOU rate increase
needed to achieve BCR = 1
• Benefit cost ratio -1.0
• NPV - $0
• TOU increase - 140%
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Run 5 - Utility Impact


Observations

• Battery charges at low TOU

retail rate and discharges at
peak TOU rate
• Battery charges at low
market prices and
discharges at high market
prices, approximately
$31/MWh spread

Component

Palo Alto
Shape

TID Shape

$47

$47

DLAP Energy

($17)

($17)

RA Demand

($53)

($69)

TAC Demand

($23)

($31)

Total Cost / (Savings)

($47)

($70)

Customer revenues

All values in the table above are $/kW-yr
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Run 6 - Solar
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Smaller solar size and
larger load size than Run 2,
results in positive net load



Since there is no demand
rate, customer peak
demand is not an issue



Arbitrage available due to
excess solar credit being
lower than retail rates
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Run 6 - Residential Tiered Rates
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Tiered rates allow for larger
price arbitrage



Tier 2 and tier 3 spreads are
available for arbitrage
approximately 10% of the
time



Strategy - minimize solar
export (weekday and
weekend)
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Run 6 - Customer Economics
No foreseeable battery cost reductions or retail energy rate increase prove economical


Inputs



• 3.5% WACC
• 2.5% savings escalation
• Battery installed cost $2,460/kW
• 15 year battery life
• ITC because of solar

Outputs
•
•
•
•



Customer savings - $17/kW-yr
Benefit cost ratio - 0.3
NPV - ($1,844)/kW
Metric tons CO2 - (0.3)

Outputs – TOU rate increase
needed to achieve BCR = 1
• Benefit cost ratio -1.0
• NPV - $0
• Rate increase - 278%
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Run 6 - Utility Impact


Observations

• Battery charges to reduce

solar excess credit
• Battery charges at low
market prices and
discharges at high market
prices, approximately
$17/MWh spread

Component

Palo Alto
Shape

TID Shape

$17

$17

DLAP Energy

($13)

($13)

RA Demand

($6)

($11)

TAC Demand

($2)

($5)

Total Cost / (Savings)

($4)

($11)

Customer revenues

All values in the table above are $/kW-yr
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Run 7 - Commercial Demand Rate
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No price arbitrage available



Savings can only occur by
reducing peak



Peak load occurs earlier
than peak market price,
discharge occurs at low
market prices



Normal commercial
customer load factor - 62%
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Run 7 - Bill Components
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Majority of bill is from
energy rates



Energy rates vs demand
rates make bill savings
difficult but demand savings
do occur



These are partially offset
since the battery uses more
energy



Strategy - dispatch to
reduce demand cost
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Run 7 - Customer Economics
No foreseeable battery cost reductions or retail demand rate increase prove economical


Inputs



• 3.5% WACC
• 2.5% savings escalation
• Battery installed cost -

Outputs
•
•
•
•

$1,880/kW
• 15 year battery life



Customer savings - $17kW-yr
Benefit cost ratio - 0.1
NPV - ($1,827)
Metric tons CO2 - 0.6

Outputs - Demand rate increase
needed to achieve BCR = 1
• Benefit cost ratio -1.0
• NPV - $0
• Demand rate increase - 273%
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Run 7 - Utility Impact


Observations

• Battery discharges to

reduce peak demand
• Battery charges at slightly
higher prices than
discharge, approximately
($1)/MWh spread

Component

Palo Alto
Shape

TID Shape

Customer revenues

$17

$17

DLAP Energy

$4

$4

RA Demand

($37)

$0

TAC Demand

($16)

$0

Total Cost / (Savings)

($32)

$21

All values in the table above are $/kW-yr
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Run 8 - TOU Rate and Demand Rate
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Monthly peaks have good
alignment with TOU rates
during summer when
demand rates also occur,
allowing for TOU arbitrage
and demand savings
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Run 8 - TOU Rate Spread
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Price arbitrage available



Summer has highest rate
spread



Most savings will occur in
the summer due to TOU
price arbitrage and peak
time alignment with these
TOU rates
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Run 8- Customer Economics
No foreseeable battery cost reductions or retail energy rate increase prove economical


Inputs



• 3.5% WACC
• 2.5% savings escalation
• Battery installed cost $1,880/kW
• 15 year battery life
• No ITC

Outputs
•
•
•
•



Customer savings - $66/kW-yr
Benefit cost ratio - 0.4
NPV - ($1,174)/kW
Metric tons CO2 - 0.6

Outputs - TOU rate increase
needed to achieve BCR = 1
• Benefit cost ratio -1.0
• NPV - $0
• TOU rate increase - 78%
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Run 8 - Utility Impact


Observations

• Battery charges at low TOU
rate and discharges at
highest TOU rate
• Battery charges at slightly
higher prices than
discharge, approximately
($2)/MWh spread

Component

Palo Alto
Shape

TID Shape

Customer revenues

$66

$66

DLAP Energy

$5

$5

RA Demand

($25)

$0

TAC Demand

($11)

$0

$35

$70

Total Cost / (Savings)

All values in the table above are $/kW-yr
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